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interfere with normal commarcial marketings . They stated that it
is their settled intention that any extraordinary measures that
might be adopted to reduce surpluses should result in greater
consumption and should augment, and not displace, normal quantities
of agricultural products entering into world trade .

In advancing toward a freer system of world trade and pay-
ments, it was agreed that existing international organizations would
continue to play an important role . The valuable work alreadyc7Ana
by the International Monetary Fund, the International Bank, and the
Contracting Parties of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade,
was recognized . Ministers noted with satisfaction the arrangements
which have recently been made within the Fund to enable its resour-
ces to be used more effectively . Acknowledgment was also made of
the useful service that has been performed by GATT in developin g
a code of commercial conduct and in providing a forum where multi-
lateral tariff agreements cuuld be negotiated and where the problems
of commercial policy could be discussed .

It was appreciated that it is for countries whose currencies
are now inconvertible to decide when and under what circumstances
they might wish to make them convertible . It was also realize d
that enlightened economic policies on the part of the United States
and Canada will materially contribute to establishing and main-
tairing broader freedom of trade and payments throughout the world .
Because of the importance of that objective, the United States and
Canadian Ministers warmly welcomed the evidence of a desire in
many countries to taka decisive steps toward the restoration of a
broad area of convertibility, and expressed a willingness to do their
part to help in making such a movement successful .

The discussions at this meeting of the Joint Committe e
were marked by the friendlinass and candour which are characteristic
of relations between the two countries . At the invitation of the
Canadian Ministers the sacond meeting of the Joint Committee will
be held in Ottawa .


